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7th of October (next newsletter 21th of October)

Announcements of committees

Actie 
Traditional Games Night
t's time for our first Traditional Games Night(TGN) of this year. At the TGN we come together to play classic card
games, board games and games with dices. You can bring your own games or play games provided by us. Every
one is welcome at Café Atlantis(Gedempte Zuiderdiep 61) at 20:00 until late.
Tuesday 15th of October, traditional games night @ café Atlantis, 20:00

IntroCie
The Finale
We hope you enjoyed the Introductory Camp, and you probably recovered from the hectic first few weeks. This
means there is no better timing for the Introducatory Camp Afterparty! We invite you all for the afterparty which is
themed "The Finale". Put on your best TV-series related outfit (Optional) and enjoy the finale of this year's
Introductory Camp! The party will start at ~21:00 at the first floor of "Le Barrage". We will see you there! The
Introductory Committee PS: People who were not at the introductory camp are also welcome!
Thursday 17th of October, introductory camp after party @ Le Barrage, 21:00

PCie
Working in the SLACK
Next thursday, the 10th of October, starting from 10am the computer committee (PCie) will be cleaning up the
computer area of the Cover room (SLACK). This means that as long as we're working, it will unfortunately not be
possible to work at the desks. Other than this, the SLACK will be open, so using the couch area is no problem.

StudCie
Workshop LaTeX
Are you also utterly frustrated when you want to make your practical report with LaTeX? Have you always wanted
to be a master in fitting your images with LaTeX? Or are you wondering why the hell we are giving a workshop
about paint? Then you can not miss this workshop!

In the first hour of the workshop you will get in introduction in the wonderfull world of LaTeX. We will just start with
the basics about how to lay-out your LaTeX-document. However, we will also show how to fit in your code, lists,
references, tables and images. In the second hour you will use all the things you have just learned! The StudCie
will be there for you during your inevitable struggles with LaTeX's compiler. N.B. This workshop will be given
in Dutch
Tuesday 22nd of October, workshop LaTeX @ room 228 of the BB, 15:00
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Announcements of the board

Constitutional general assembly
Our last one!
The next Monday our end will be there! On this day the constitutional general assembly will take place. During
this assembly the candidate board will present their policy, and hopefully take on our role as the board of Cover.
Additionally we will discuss a change in our by-laws, and the annual reports of our committees and, of course, of
ourselves. Finally the (no longer) candidate board will present their budget, advisory board and audit committee.
We hope you will all be able to join us.
Monday 14th of October, constitutional general assembly @ Decadent, 19:00

New committee members
LanCie
Jan-Willem Moen
Sytze Tempel

StudCie
Rolf Daling

Have lots of fun in your new committees!

Discharged

No people were discharged in the past 2 weeks.

Agenda of activities
extensiv e agenda: www.sv cov er.nl, XML, iCal, HTML, SLACK- & bunsroster

October
  tu       8    Prominent in de Tent  
  mo    14   Constitutional general assembly
  tu       15  Traditional games night 
  th       17   Introductory Camp afterparty  
  tu      22   LaTeX workshop
  
- Every week there is a DomBo (Thursday Afternoon Social) in the SLACK at 16:00.
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